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SUMMARY
Chromosome-level design-build-test-learn cycles (chrDBTLs) allow systematic combinatorial reconfigura-
tion of chromosomes with ease. Here, we established chrDBTL with a redesigned synthetic Saccharomyces
cerevisiae chromosome XV, synXV. We designed and built synXV to harbor strategically inserted features,
modified elements, and synonymously recoded genes throughout the chromosome. Based on the recoded
chromosome, we developed a method to enable chrDBTL: CRISPR-Cas9-mediated mitotic recombination
with endoreduplication (CRIMiRE). CRIMiRE allowed the creation of customized wild-type/synthetic combi-
nations, accelerating genotype-phenotypemapping and synthetic chromosome redesign.We also leveraged
synXV as a ‘‘build-to-learn’’ model organism for translation studies by ribosome profiling. We conducted a
locus-to-locus comparison of ribosome occupancy between synXV and the wild-type chromosome,
providing insight into the effects of codon changes and redesigned features on translation dynamics in vivo.
Overall, we established synXV as a versatile reconfigurable system that advances chrDBTL for understanding
biological mechanisms and engineering strains.
INTRODUCTION

The design-build-test-learn cycle (DBTL) has been instrumental

for modifying living organisms to investigate biological systems.1

To date, the DBTL framework has been limited mainly to

episomal gene expression or chromosomal gene deletion, inser-

tion, andmutation to study and understand the effects on cellular

characteristics. Such specific genetic modifications often allow
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
only isolated, localized effects to be studied, and the difficulty

in generating wide genotypic variations makes the elucidation

of intergenic interactions or global genome-wide effects chal-

lenging.2 Moreover, episomal systemsmay not provide an accu-

rate representation of the in vivo processes and interactions.3 To

overcome these limitations, chromosome-level DBTL cycles

(chrDBTLs) are essential, where chromosomes can be systemat-

ically reconfigured combinatorially to generate genetic diversity
ell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Establishing chromosome-scale design-build-test-learn cycles (chrDBTLs) with synXV

We established chrDBTLs by developing a rational chromosome reconfiguration method, CRISPR-Cas9-mediated mitotic recombination with endoreduplication

(CRIMiRE). CRIMiRE was applied to accelerate the construction of synXV and to generate a rationally designed semisynthetic synXV library. The ease of

generating chromosome libraries by CRIMiRE provided systematic approaches to advance chrDBTL and facilitate the identification of causal variants. We also

attested that the redesigned synXV functions as a ‘‘build-to-learn’’ platform and serves as a parallel living system for probing and answering fundamental bio-

logical questions.
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for characterization and learning the factors that contribute to

phenotypic differences (Figure 1).

The emergence of synthetic genomics has contributed to ad-

vancements in establishing chrDBTL by enabling the redesign of

chromosomal sequences and construction of synthetic chromo-

somes. Early efforts in synthetic genomics mainly focused on

‘‘design-build-test’’ and overcame major technical aspects of

synthetic chromosome design and construction.4,5 However,

the ‘‘learn’’ part of DBTL was still lacking because it was difficult

to manipulate the synthetic chromosomes to create customized

versions of the chromosomes to set up chrDBTLs for character-

ization and analysis. A breakthrough in synthetic genomics came

when the Sc2.0 consortium modified the chromosomes of

Saccharomyces cerevisiae with strategic and extensively re-

coded sequences and additional features, notably the insertion

of symmetrical loxP (loxPsym) sites.6,7 These redesigned ele-

ments of Sc2.0 confer the synthetic chromosomes ease of re-

configuration, creating a reprogrammable synthetic model yeast

system to realize chrDBTLs, and facilitate ‘‘build-to-learn’’ bio-

logical research.
2 Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023
Here, we report the establishment of chrDBTL with a rede-

signed synthetic chromosome XV of S. cerevisiae, synXV (Fig-

ure 1). We first designed and built a synthetic chromosome for

chrDBTL, with genes synonymously recoded extensively

throughout the chromosome, forming watermark sequences

with high sequence specificity. Leveraging the recoded se-

quences of synXV, we then developed a method to enable

chrDBTL: CRISPR-Cas9-mediated mitotic recombination with

endoreduplication (CRIMiRE). Using CRIMiRE, we demon-

strated chrDBTL by rationally generating synXV variants

harboring different synthetic/wild-type combinations for subse-

quent characterization through genotype-phenotype mapping,

identifying the causes of phenotypic defects and refining the

synXV design to improve the phenotype of synXV. Furthermore,

we demonstrated that synXV could function as a ‘‘comparative

synthetic genomics’’ platform by systematically testing hypothe-

ses on the biological effects because of the differences between

the recoded and wild-type sequences; knowledge learned

through the testing enabled the debugging and redesigning of

synXV. Overall, we designed, built, and established synXV as a
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pliable synthetic model system for implementing chrDBTL

through systematic combinatorial chromosome reconfiguration.

RESULTS

Design of synXV and assembly of ‘‘hyperchunks’’
Because chromosome XV (chrXV) is the second largest chromo-

some in S. cerevisiae (after chrIV), its substantial size offers

ample genetic space for a redesign aimed at creating its syn-

thetic analog, synXV, which serves as a platform for demon-

strating chrDBTL. We redesigned chrXV in silico according to

the specifications of the Sc2.0 project using BioStudio;6 the

design principles of Sc2.0 are detailed in the literature.7 The re-

coded synXV sequence included several major changes,

including (1) recoding with synonymous mutations to create

highly specific watermark sequences as unique polymerase

chain reaction tags (PCRTags) (1,408 sites); (2) modifications

to create unique restriction sites (308 sites); (3) insertion of lox-

Psym sites (395 sites); (4) changing of TAG stop codons to

TAA (143 sites); (5) deletion of tRNAs, introns, and long terminal

repeats (56 sites); and (6) replacement of the telomeres with uni-

versal telomere caps (UTCs) (2 sites). The length of synXV was

reduced by 3.9% from 1,091,291 bp in the wild type to

1,048,343 bp.7 To facilitate assembly, synXV was segmented

into 42 regions (termed ‘‘megachunks’’), each comprising 4–5

fragments (named ‘‘chunks’’) (Table S1) of chemically synthe-

sized DNA. The megachunks were then integrated sequentially

by switching auxotrophies progressively by integration (SwAP-

In).7 Because synXV was over 1 Mbp in size, the megachunks

were grouped into four ‘‘hyperchunks’’ for concurrent construc-

tion to accelerate synXV assembly (Figure S1A). The semisyn-

thetic strains harboring the hyperchunks were of appropriate

MATa and MATa mating types to allow subsequent crossing of

the hyperchunks for consolidation into a complete synXV

sequence by mitotic and meiotic recombination-based methods

(Figures S1A–S1E; Table S2). Based on the incorporation of the

recoded sequences, features, and elements in synXV, we hy-

pothesized that synXV could be reconfigured combinatorially

and that synXV and the resultant reconfigured variants could
Figure 2. Assembly of synXV by CRIMiRE

(A) CRIMiRE requires strategic modifications to the semisynthetic chromosome

within the wild-type segments to be removed and (2) a galactose-inducible prom

removed. CRISPR-Cas9-mediated mitotic recombination commences upon mati

RNA (sgRNA) separately. Assembled synXV coexists in a mixed population of h

PGAL1 upstream of the centromere.13 Under 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) selection

population that can grow. Subsequent endoreduplication of the synXV chromoso

sporulated to obtain a haploid synXV. In contrast, meiotic recombination would le

identify a strain with complete synXV.

(B) HC1A and HC1B were modified with a KlURA3-PGAL1-CEN15 cassette and U

were consolidated into HC1 byCRIMiRE by cleaving betweenmegachunks I and J

clones with homozygous HC1.

(C) Analysis of HC1 with synthetic and wild-type PCRTags (SYN and WT, respec

megachunks I and J. Further analysis with the first and last PCRTags of each me

(D) HC1 was modified with a KlURA3-PGAL1-CEN15 cassette and a LEU2 from ch

A5 near the left terminus. These derived strains were consolidated into synXV by C

screened by auxotrophy and PCRTags (Figures S1J–S1N) to identify clones with

(E) A synXV candidate (Figures S1L–S1N, clone L6) was found to be synthetic an

(F) Two representative PCRTags from each megachunk showing that the synXV c

PCRTag analysis was performed (Figure S2).

4 Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023
be harnessed to elucidate the roles of genetic variations in tran-

scription and translation and generate strains with desired phe-

notypes, thereby enabling chrDBTL.

CRIMiRE enabled targeted recombination of
chromosomes and facilitated synXV assembly
To test our hypothesis that the recoded sequences of synXV

could allow combinatorial reconfiguration to create chromo-

somes with customized combinations of synthetic/wild-type

sections, we developed the CRIMiRE method. CRIMiRE fuses

desired segments of chromosomes rationally by CRISPR-

Cas9-mediated mitotic recombination and, crucially, simplifies

the isolation of the desired recombinant chromosome. As a

test bed, we consolidated hyperchunks to generate synXV with

CRIMiRE (Figure 2A). Currently, meiotic recombination is a

mechanism that is commonly used to recombine chromosomes.

The process has been harnessed to consolidate several partially

synthetic strains into a contiguous synthetic chromosome.8 It

was also employed to progressively recombine hyperchunk 2

(HC2), HC3, and HC4, ultimately forming HC234 (as depicted

in Figure S1A), all preceding the development of CRIMiRE. How-

ever, the recombination was random, and extensive PCRTag

screening was required to identify colonies without cross-mixed

wild-type sequences, a major bottleneck in constructing long

synthetic chromosomes such as synXV (Figure 2A). CRISPR-

Cas9 has been employed previously for mitotic recombination,9

and CRISPR-Cas9-induced gene conversion assembly (CiGa)

was developed for accelerated assembly of synthetic chromo-

somes using CRISPR-Cas9;10 CiGa was utilized for the con-

struction of HC4 prior to the development of CRIMiRE. In parallel,

the CRISPR directed biallelic URA3-assisted genome scan

(CRISPR-D-BUGS) was developed to create chromosomes

with synthetic/wild-type combinations to efficiently identify sour-

ces of phenotypic defects in Sc2.0 strains.11 Although these

studies generated the desired recombined chromosomes, the

resultant diploids were still partially heterozygous. Thus, these

methods are not ideal for the purpose of isolating a synXV

haploid; the issue of having cross-mixed wild-type sequ-

ences still remains because of meiotic recombination during
s as follows: (1) URA3 markers near the respective telomere and centromere

oter (PGAL1) upstream of the centromere within the wild-type segment to be

ng of the two strains carrying plasmids for expressing Cas9 and a single guide

eterozygous diploids. Galactose induction missegregates chromosomes with

, hemizygous synXV diploids are the only Ura– cells within the missegregated

me in the 2n-1 strain results in a 2n homozygous synXV diploid, which is then

ad to a myriad of chimeric chromosomes, which would be difficult to screen to

RA3 from chunk A5 near the left terminus, respectively. These derived strains

. The resulting cloneswere screened by PCRTags (Figures S1F–S1H) to identify

tively). A strain (Figures S1G–S1H, clone 7) showed only synthetic PCRTags in

gachunk showed the clone to be synthetic throughout HC1.

unk NN4 near the right terminus. HC234 was modified with a URA3 from chunk

RIMiRE by cleaving between megachunks M and N. The resulting clones were

homozygous synXV.

d homozygous in megachunks M and N, which flanked the cleavage site.

lone was synthetic and homozygous throughout the chromosome. A complete
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Figure 3. ChrDBTL with CRIMiRE identified the origin of growth defects in the left arm

(A) Schematic of CRIMiRE-driven chrDBTL for bug identification in the left arm of synXV. HC1 and HC234 were modified with a KlURA3-PGAL1-CEN15 cassette

andURA3 at chunk A5, respectively. CRIMiRE generated rationally designed semisynthetic diploid strains. The regions responsible for the bug were identified by

phenotyping assays and PCRTag screening. Then, a second CRIMiRE-driven chrDBTL was performed by designing new WT-specific sgRNAs to cleave within

the responsible region identified in the previous cycle to pinpoint the bug locations.

(legend continued on next page)
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sporulation. Through CRIMiRE, many of these challenges are

effectively addressed. CRIMiRE leverages the recoded chromo-

somal sequences, which serve as distinctive cleavage sites for

CRISPR-Cas9, facilitating chromosome recombination at pre-

cise locations. The semisynthetic chromosomes incorporate

strategically positioned URA3markers and aGAL1 promoter sit-

uated upstream of one of the semisynthetic chromosome’s cen-

tromeres. Through galactose induction, missegregation and

subsequent loss of the ‘‘undesired’’ chromosome occur.12

Simultaneously, counterselection with 5-fluoroorotic acid en-

ables the isolation of Ura� strains carrying the desired synXV

chromosome. Consequently, through spontaneous endoredu-

plication, a homozygous synXV diploid configuration is achieved,

effectively eliminating the potential for synXV to intermingle with

wild-type sequences during sporulation (Figure 2A). Hence,

CRIMiRE could significantly expedite the screening and isolation

of a strain with the desired chromosomal combination and was

therefore applied to accelerate synXV’s construction.

To evaluate CRIMiRE, we employed this technique to

construct HC1 from HC1A and HC1B, which are partial HC1s

containing megachunks A–I and J–M, respectively, by cleaving

at the junction of HC1A and HC1B at a unique wild-type

sequence on HC1B that was recoded in HC1A (Figure 2B). A pri-

mary PCRTag screening of 10 isolated diploid HC1 candidates

showed only amplicons specific to synthetic sequences at the

termini (Figures S1F–S1G), indicating that CRIMiRE successfully

selected homozygous strains that underwent crossover and

possessed synthetic sequences from HC1A and HC1B. Further

PCRTag screening of megachunks I and J flanking the cleavage

site revealed several wild-type PCRTags (Figures S1H), consis-

tent with a previous report on mitotic recombination events

occurring within 20 kb of the targeted site.9 Nevertheless, a strain

with all synthetic PCRTags in megachunks I and J was identified

from the 10 candidates and further verified by PCRTag screening

to harbor a synthetic sequence throughout HC1 (Figure 2C).

These findings clearly illustrate the significantly enhanced effi-

ciency of CRIMiRE compared with previously developed

methods for consolidating semisynthetic chromosomes. For

instance, the success rate of isolating a clone with 10 mega-

chunks consolidated through CiGA was approximately 1%.10

Moreover, while preparing the chromosomes for CRIMiRE ne-

cessitates supplementary steps involving established tech-

niques to introduce URA3 markers and a conditional centro-

mere, the resultant strain becomes a homozygous diploid. This

characteristic simplifies subsequent processes, such as
(B) Growth profiles of BY4743 and four semisynthetic strains with varying length

(C) Growth profiles of the semisynthetic strains obtained by CRIMiRE upon cleav

(D) PCRTagmaps of semisynthetic strains obtained by CRIMiRE upon cleavagew

indicate the absence of PCRTag amplicons, possibly because of mixed synthet

indicate cleavage sites in chunks H3 and I1, which generated the strains mr-H3-1

may reside.

(E) The doubling time and PCRTag maps of strains generated for debugging synX

and REX4.

(F) RNA-seq mapping of IRA2. Read depth was normalized by total mapped rea

strands, respectively.

(G and H) Volcano plot comparing transcript profiles between BY4741 and synX

(I) Scatterplot showing the correlation of expression changes between synXV_3.1

pathway, and starch and sucrose metabolism.
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PCRTag screening and overall strain identification, rendering

them less labor intensive and time consuming and more cost

effective. Additionally, the isolation of haploids that originate

from the homozygous diploid can be accomplished through

random spore analysis, eliminating the necessity for specia-

lized equipment to conduct intricate tetrad dissection—a

requirement in conventional meiotic recombination approaches

for further screening. Consequently, CRIMiRE emerges as a

potent tool for facilitating the combinatorial reconfiguration of

chromosomes.

Encouraged by the results, we performed CRIMiRE to consol-

idate HC1 and HC234 to create a complete synXV (Figure 2D).

Ultimately, a clone was verified to possess synthetic sequences

throughout chrXV (Figures 2E, 2F, S1I–S1N, S2A, and S2B).

Whole-genome sequencing of the strain confirmed the success-

ful construction of an initial synXV isolate, synXV_3.1. Taken

together, we validated the hypothesis that the recoded se-

quences of synXV can enable the rational reconfiguration of

chromosomes with customized combinations using the

CRIMiRE method we developed.

ChrDBTL with CRIMiRE identified the origins of growth
defects
We then tested whether CRIMiRE could be employed to estab-

lish chrDBTL by rationally generating homozygous synXV vari-

ants that harbor different synthetic/wild-type combinations for

subsequent characterization through genotype-phenotype

mapping, refining the synXV design to improve the phenotype

of synXV and learning the causes of the phenotypic defects

(‘‘bugs’’). In particular, although synXV_3.1 was viable, two

distinct defects were observed. First, in YPD (yeast extract-

peptone-dextrose), the doubling time of synXV_3.1 was 39.7%

longer than that of BY4741 (118.3 vs. 84.6 min, respectively; Fig-

ure S3A). Second, sporulation of the synXV_3.1 diploid was

much slower than that of BY4743 (no asci were observed after

10 days; Figure S3B). A major defect likely existed in HC1

because the hyperchunk had a long doubling time (132.7 min),

but that of HC234 (77.7 min) was closer to that of BY4741 (Fig-

ure S3A). Furthermore, the HC1A diploid sporulated poorly,

akin to synXV_3.1, while diploids of HC1B andHC234 sporulated

similarly as BY4743. With CRIMiRE, we can generate multiple

versions of chromosomes with increasing lengths of the syn-

thetic HC1 region added to HC234, thereby launching the ‘‘de-

bugging’’ chrDBTL for pinpointing the positions of the bugs un-

derlying the defects (Figures 3A and 3B; Table S3). Notably,
s of synthetic sequence in the left arm.

age within megachunks H and I.

ithin megachunks H and I. Each block denotes a pair of PCRTags. White blocks

ic/wild-type primer pairs or deletion of the regions. sgRNA-H3 and sgRNA-I1

and mr-I1-x, respectively. The red box shows the region where a fitness defect

V_3.1 with various combinations of synthetic and wild-type PCRTags in IRA2

ds. Positive and negative values denote read depth on sense and antisense

V_3.1 (n = 3) or synXV_3.2 (n = 3).

and the ira2D mutant14 for genes in the TCA cycle, oxidative phosphorylation
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because the resulting CRIMiRE-generated strains are homozy-

gous for semisynthetic synXV, it can be said that CRIMiRE is suit-

able for identifying and simultaneously correcting dominant and

recessive bugs.

A comparison of the series of CRIMiRE-generated semisyn-

thetic synXV strains shows that the addition of megachunks H–I

has detrimental effects on growth rate (strain mr-I; Figure 3B).

Additional hybrid strains were createdwith CRIMiRE by directing

cleavage within the two megachunks. These strains revealed

that having wild-type PCRTags in the region encompassing

IRA2 and REX4 improved the growth rate (Figures 3C and 3D),

with sporulation also occurring within 5 days. To identify the

exact location of the bugs, we reverted the PCRTags within the

IRA2-REX4 region in synXV_3.1 back to wild type (strains

dbg-1.1, 1.2, and 1.3; Figure 3E) and found that restoring only

IRA2 back to wild type (strain dbg-1.2) was sufficient for

improving doubling time (Figures 3E and S3C). Through a series

of PCRTag replacements in IRA2, we discovered the eighth pair

of synthetic PCRTags in IRA2 to be a determinant in lengthening

doubling time (Figures 3E, S3D, and S3E), with its reversion to

wild type in synXV_3.1 markedly improving doubling time

(dbg-1.4;Figures 3E and S3F). The enhanced growth fitness of

dbg-1.4 indicated the resolution of a major defect in synXV,

and the strain is hereafter referred to as synXV_3.2.

IRA2 encodes a guanosine triphosphate hydrolase (GTPase)-

activating protein that negatively regulates Ras to reduce in-

tracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP) levels and repress the cAMP/pro-

tein kinase A (PKA) pathway. Its deletion is known to increase

cAMP levels and cause abnormal phenotypes, such as slow

cell growth and sporulation defects,15 consistent with the traits

of synXV_3.1. To investigate the effects the problematic IRA2

PCRTags have on local and global gene expression and eluci-

date how the PCRTag bugs in IRA2 caused phenotypic defects

in synXV_3.1, we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of

BY4741, synXV_3.1, and synXV_3.2. Upon analyzing the RNA-

seq reads mapped around IRA2, we observed two additional

peaks in synXV_3.1 on the sense and antisense strands starting

around the problematic PCRTags. We also observed 42% fewer

reads mapped on the sense strand upstream of these PCRTags

in synXV_3.1 compared with synXV_3.2 (Figure 3F). Notably, the

antisense peak was not observed in synXV_3.2. These results

indicate that the defective PCRTag region of IRA2 in synXV_3.1

may have created divergent promoter regions internal to the

gene that led to reduced levels of IRA2mRNA, possibly because

of RNA polymerase collision16 and/or transcription interfer-

ence.17 The potential creation of divergent promoter regions

was supported by transcription factor binding site prediction

with YEASTRACT+18 (Figure S3G). To validate the reduction of

IRA2 expression because of antisense transcription, we em-

ployed CRISPR interference (CRISPRi). We introduced dCas9-

Mxi19 along with a single guide RNA (sgRNA) targeting the diver-

gent promoter region into synXV_3.1 to suppress the antisense

transcription. Transcription analysis clearly demonstrates the

reduction of the antisense IRA2 transcript upon application of

CRISPRi. Additionally, IRA2 expression increased compared

with the negative control employing a mock sgRNA (as shown

in Figure S3H). Moreover, synXV_3.1 exhibited a significantly

shorter doubling time with the targeting sgRNA compared with
the control with the mock sgRNA, as evidenced in Figure S3I.

Taken together, these data further substantiate the hypothesis

that the PCRTag bug introduced a divergent promoter region

within IRA2, which led to the expression of the antisense tran-

script and subsequent repression of IRA2 expression, ultimately

contributing to the growth defect in synXV_3.1. Interestingly, the

introduction of the PCRTag bug into the wild-type BY4741 strain

did not result in a growth defect (Figure S3J), suggesting that the

manifestation of the bug is specific to the synthetic genomic

background, possibly arising from epistatic interactions with

other synthetic regions.

Next, we analyzed the global gene expression changes among

the three strains. Compared with BY4741, there were 479 and

180 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in synXV_3.1 and

synXV_3.2, respectively (Figures 3G, 3H, and S3K). Gene

Ontology analysis revealed that the 324 synXV_3.1-specific

DEGs were enriched in the TCA cycle, starch and sucrose meta-

bolism, and oxidative phosphorylation (Figures S3K–S3N;

Table S4), a trend that has been reported in an IRA2-deleted

strain14 (Figure 3I). Inferring from these data and prior knowledge

about IRA2 deletion, we hypothesize that the IRA2 bugs per-

turbed the Ras-PKA pathway, further disrupting other native

metabolic pathways and leading to the growth defects in

synXV_3.1. Via the debugging chrDBTL, resolving the PCRTag

bugs in IRA2 restored normal IRA2 transcription and the Ras-

PKA pathway, thus improving growth fitness. Assuming this hy-

pothesis is correct, this would be the first instance of a bug of this

type in the Sc2.0 project.

Despite the correction of the bugs in IRA2, synXV_3.2 still

exhibited discernibly slower growth than BY4741. Because epis-

tasis is known to cause growth defects when constructing syn-

thetic chromosomes,8,10 we applied CRIMiRE to the right arm of

synXV_3.2 for further debugging (Figures 4A–4C). Upon gener-

ating a series of CRIMiRE’d strains, including one with targeted

sectional replacement (mr-wtAAGG; Figures4BandS3O), a com-

parison of the growth profiles showed that restoringmegachunks

AA–GG to wild type improved the growth rate. Analysis of the

RNA-seq data of BY4741, synXV_3.1, and synXV_3.2 (Table S5)

revealed that two genes,DCS2 andOSW1, in the region ofmega-

chunksAA–GGhadsignificantly altered transcriptional levels (Fig-

ure 4D). Reverting these genes to thewild type did not reduce the

doubling time (Figure S3P), but the strain with wild-type OSW1

(dbg-2O) displayed fitness similar to that of BY4741 on YPD and

YPG (yeast extract-peptone-glycerol) medium plates (Figure 4E).

Transcriptional analysis shows the overexpression of OSW1, a

gene linked to sporulation, within synXV_3.2 (as depicted in Fig-

ure 4F). Upon restoring OSW1 to its wild-type sequence in

synXV_3.3, there was a noticeable reduction in gene expression.

This decline in expression, accompanied by an enhancement in

growth, strongly suggests that the anomalous ectopic expression

ofOSW1 potentially underlies the growth defect observed in YPG

at 37�C.Moreover, the reversion ofOSW1 to its wild-type config-

uration appears to mitigate this effect.

Hereafter, the improved strain dbg-2O is denoted by

synXV_3.3. Taken together, we demonstrated that synXV can

function as a platform that enables chrDBTL, where CRIMiRE

can be employed to (1) design, build, and characterize homozy-

gous strains carrying customized versions of chromosomes; (2)
Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023 7
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Figure 4. ChrDBTL with CRIMiRE identified the origin of bugs in the right arm

(A) Schematic illustrating the reconfiguration of the terminal region of the synXV right arm by CRIMiRE. BY4742 and synXV_3.2 were modified with a KlURA3-

PGAL1-CEN15 cassette and URA3 at chunk OO4, respectively. CRIMiRE enabled the swapping of the terminal region of the synXV right arm to WT sequences to

generate mr-Z and mr-GG. The scissors represent CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage.

(B) Schematic illustrating the targeted reconfiguration of an internal segment in the synXV right arm by CRIMiRE. BY4742-cCEN15 and synXV_3.2 were modified

with LEU2 at chunk NN4 and URA3 at chunk CC4, respectively. The strategic marker placement and dual-site cleavage enabled CRIMiRE to swap a targeted

internal segment in the right arm of synXV to WT sequences, which enabled generation of mr-wtAAGG.

(C) Growth profiles of BY4743 and strains with semisynthetic right arm.

(D) RNA-seq data show that OSW1 and DCS2 were differentially expressed in synXV_3.1 and synXV_3.2 compared with BY4741.

(E) PCRTags inDCS2 andOSW1were reverted to wild type in strains dbg-2D and dbg-2O, respectively. Spotting assays revealed that dbg-2O had growth similar

to BY4741.

(F) qRT-PCR results depict a reduction in OSW1 expression in synXV_3.3 upon the reversion of synthetic OSW1. The error bars represent standard errors

(biological triplicates). The p values were calculated using a t test.
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learn the effects of genetic variations on phenotypes through

genotype-phenotype mapping; and (3) apply this knowledge

to improve the phenotype of synXV by refining its design,
8 Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023
thus establishing synXV (and Sc2.0) as a versatile, reprogram-

mable synthetic model yeast for investigating biological

questions.
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Figure 5. Translatomic analysis of the synthetic yeast

(A) Schematic of relative ribosome occupancy (RRO). The blue boxes represent codons. The bars on the blue boxes represent the number of ribosome footprints

(RFs) whose A site was mapped onto the codons.

(legend continued on next page)
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Learning from synXV: tRNA loss is tolerated by synXV

and does not increase translational arrest
In this light, we used synXV to test biological hypotheses through

comparative synthetic genomics, focusing on the more exten-

sive modifications in synXV as exemplars; i.e., tRNA removals,

PCRTag recoding, and loxPsym site insertion. Specifically, we

tested the biological hypotheses that (1) reductions in tRNA

copy number might decrease translational efficiency; (2)

changes in codon usage might alter translation elongation; and

(3) the recoded sequences and elements of synXV might alter

gene transcription and translation.

First, by using synXV, we tested the hypothesis that tRNA loss

might decrease the translation rate at the codons that corre-

spond to deficient tRNAs. In synXV, 7.3% (20 of 275) of tRNA

genes were deleted, which includes deletion of one copy from

two-copy tRNAs (tG(CCC)O and tS(GCU)O; Table S6A–S6C).

This hypothesis was based on the fact that synXV was rede-

signed to remove all tRNAs to reduce chromosomal insta-

bility.7,20,21 Therefore, the synthetic strain served as amodel sys-

tem to understand the effect of tRNA loss on global translation.

The reduced copy numbers of tRNA genes may reduce the level

of the ternary complex of aminoacylated tRNA, eEF1A, and gua-

nosine triphosphate (GTP),22 potentially causing a translational

pause at the A site, where the tRNA complex enters to recognize

a corresponding codon and impede translation. To investigate

the global effects of tRNA loss on translation elongation, we per-

formed ribosome profiling (ribo-seq) and RNA-seq on synXV to

monitor ribosome occupancy at codon-level resolution and esti-

mate the A-site locations to predict the locations where transla-

tional arrest occurs.23 We elucidated the A-site locations from

the analysis of 27- to 32-nt ribosome footprint reads24 and

confirmed that the peaks corresponded to the codons following

the start codons (Figures S4A and S4B). This result is consistent

with the fact that initiated methionine tRNAs are loaded at the P

site for translation initiation, and the A sites of the ribosomes are

at the codons succeeding the start codons, thus validating the

reliability of the A-site prediction dataset.

To examine whether tRNA removal from synXV causes trans-

lational arrest, we sought to identify ribosomal pauses in

synXV_3.1 at positions where the relevant isoacceptor tRNAs

would be expected to recognize the codons. Ribosomal pauses

because of insufficiency of a particular tRNA deleted from synXV

would manifest as peaks in ribo-seq analysis, and the corre-

sponding codon in the genome would be enriched in the ribo-

some footprint, indicating the sites of translational arrest and

the deficient tRNAs. To this end, we computed the relative ribo-

some occupancies (RROs) on all codons in BY4741 and
(B) Scatterplot showing that loss of tRNA did not affect the translation elongation r

all coding DNA sequences (CDSs) encoded on non-chrXV. The percentage redu

every corresponding codon sequence and is represented in different colors.

(C) Differentially translated genes were enriched in the synthetic chromosome in s

million mapped (RPKM) > 1 in BY4741 and synXV_3.1. FC, fold change.

(D) Schematic of the 30-nt regions on and downstream of each PCRTag analyze

(E and F) Scatterplots showing a lower correlation of the translation elongation ra

downstream of the PCRTags (F). RFs on PCRTags (or 30 nt downstream)/CDSs

downstream of the PCRTags) divided by those onto the corresponding CDSs. S

(G) Scatterplot showing no correlation between codon adaptation index (CAI) chan

of all synthetic PCRTags were divided by the wild-type ones in BY4741 and com
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synXV_3.1 (Figure 5A). Higher RROs indicate thatmore ribosome

footprints were mapped on the codons and signify longer ribo-

somal pauses at the sites. Comparison of the RROs of the

same codons between BY4741 and synXV showed that none

of the codons, affected or unaffected, exhibited significant

changes. Therefore, our analysis indicates that tRNA loss in

synXV did not significantly reduce translational efficiency at the

corresponding codons globally (Figures 5B and S4C).

Previous Sc2.0 studies showed that tRNA loss can cause

reduced fitness that is recoverable by tRNA complementation,

indicating that a reduction in levels of certain tRNAs can cause

translational changes deleterious to cell fitness.8,25,26 Neverthe-

less, our study demonstrates that global translation in

S. cerevisiae is tolerant to a certain amount of tRNA loss and

does not always suffer from reduced translational efficiency. A

possible reason why translational efficiency did not increase is

that the loss of tRNAs in synXV was less severe than that

observed in synX and synXII. While synX lost the sole copy of

tR(CCU) and synXII lost two of three copies of tL(UAG) in the

genome, the maximum reduction observed in synXV was that

of one of two copies of tS(GCU) (Table S6). This is consistent

with a previous study showing that tS(GCU) loss did not cause

growth defects in rich medium.27 Another possible explanation

for the tolerance of synXV to tRNA removal is adaptative evolu-

tion of existing tRNAs;28 no mutation was found on anticodons

in any existing tRNAs (or in their vicinity) in the synXV_3.1 strain.

Therefore, we conclude that the loss of tRNA in synXV has no sig-

nificant impact on the translation elongation rate in rich medium

and that translation elongation in S. cerevisiae is tolerant to

reduced tRNA copy number.

Learning from synXV: Codon usage is not a determinant
of translation elongation in S. cerevisiae

We then tested, using synXV, the hypothesis that changes in

codon usage could alter translation elongation efficiency.

Because proteomics examines only the protein expression level

and not translation itself,29 we analyzed ribo-seq and RNA-seq

data of synXV to investigate the influence of genomic sequence

on protein translation level and dynamics. One prominent aspect

of synXV is 6,005 codons synonymously recoded as PCRTags

and unique restriction sites (at 1,716 sites in total). Importantly,

all such segments of the recoded ORFs were positioned after

the first 100 bases, a part of the open reading frame (ORF) that

numerous studies have implicated as being particularly sensitive

to codon usage.30–32 However, it is possible that, even down-

stream of this sensitive region, there might be recoded se-

quences with undetected effects on translation efficiency. The
ate. Each dot represents themedian value of the RROs for a codon sequence in

ction in the tRNA copy number in synXV relative to BY4741 was calculated for

ynXV_3.1. Translated genes were defined as genes with reads per kilobase per

d in (E) and (F).

te on PCRTags between BY4741 and synXV_3.1 (E) but not on 30-nt regions

were defined as the number of RFs mapped onto PCRTag regions (or 30 nt

ample numbers are indicated after the strain names (biological duplicates).

ges on the PCRTags and translation elongation changes on the PCRTags. CAIs

pared with the ratio of RROs between PCRTags in BY4741 and synXV_3.1.
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synthetic yeast strain is essentially a parallel living system for

comparative synthetic genomics, in which locus-to-locus com-

parison with the wild type can be made to learn about the effects

of codon changes on protein translation.

The general assumption is that ribosomes translate faster on

frequently used codons because these codons have a higher

copy number of the corresponding tRNAs and that the rate-

limiting step of translation is the incorporation of the ternary

complex of tRNA. However, several conflicting studies have

been reported regarding the correlation between codon usage

and translation elongation rate. For example, a series of studies

has shown that there is no correlation between translation elon-

gation rate and codon usage in in vivo models.23,33–35 In

contrast, Yu et al.36 demonstrated in vitro, with wild-type and

mutant luciferase genes having varying codon adaptation in-

dexes (CAIs), that lower CAIs can cause translational pauses.

However, these studies had certain drawbacks. In the former

studies, the deduction was based on the comparison of the

average translation elongation rates on a specific codon, where

many factors, such as the mRNA structure and nascent pep-

tide, could influence the translation dynamics and conceal the

effects of codon usage. In the latter study by Yu et al.,36 an

in vitro system was used, and only a single gene was evalu-

ated. It is therefore unclear whether the correlation is applicable

to other genes in vivo. Given the extensive codon modifications

in chromosome XV, synXV serves as an ideal system for direct

comparison of codon usage and translation dynamics at the

corresponding loci in the wild-type and synthetic chromo-

somes, overcoming the inadequacies in previous studies

regarding the relationship between the translation elongation

rate and codon usage.

To investigate the effects of PCRTag recoding on translation,

we acquired data on ribosome footprints and mRNA levels of

BY4741 and synXV_3.1. Translational efficiency (i.e., the ratio

of the abundance of ribosome footprints to mRNA) was altered

for 45 (fold change [FC] > 2) or 13 (FC > 4) genes in synXV_3.1

(Figure 5C). While most of the genes in the synXV_3.1 strain

were not influenced by the redesigned sequence, the differen-

tially translated genes were enriched in the synXV chromosome

by 2.0- or 2.6-fold (FC > 2 or 4, respectively) compared with the

other 15 native chromosomes (Figure 5C), consistent with the

hypothesis that the altered sequences of mRNAs from synXV

directly influenced the translation of genes encoded in the syn-

thetic chromosome. However, the remaining 439 genes were

not affected despite containing recoded regions of a similar

length. Subsequently, we analyzed the ribosome occupancies

on the PCRTags to determine whether the recoded 18,015-bp
Figure 6. Effects of loxPsym insertion on translation

(A) Schematic of genes with loxPsym sites in their 50 UTRs and enrichment ana

differentially translated genes. FC, fold change in translation level.

(B and C) Scatterplot showing that the translation level (B) and translation efficien

(D) Ribo-seq results showing RFs mapped around CPA1 and loxPsym.

(E) Spotting assay showing improved tolerance to hygromycin B upon deleting t

(F) The result of pulse field gel electrophoresis displays the size reduction of syn

(G) The dot-plot provides a visualization confirming the absence of duplications,

(H) Spot plating assay of synXV_3.4. The conditions evaluated were (1) YPD, (2) syn

pH 9, (6) YPD with benomyl, (7) YP with sorbitol, (8) YPD with camptothecin, (

cycloheximide (CHX).
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region had an influence on the translation elongation rate at

each locus.

We discovered that, between BY4741 and synXV_3.1, the

ribosome occupancy correlation was lower between the syn-

thetic PCRTags and the corresponding wild-type sequences

compared with that between the unmodified regions down-

stream of the PCRTags. Moreover, the ribosome occupancy

correlation between the regions downstream of wild-type and

synthetic PCRTags was similar to that between wild-type repli-

cates, indicating that the altered codons in the PCRTags indeed

affected the translation elongation rate at the PCRTags but not

downstream regions (Figures 5D–5F). To examine whether these

changes in translational dynamics were related to codon usage,

we analyzed the association between translational changes and

CAI37,38 on each PCRTag. After sequence recoding, the median

CAIs of the synthetic PCRTags were biased toward slightly

higher values than those of the corresponding wild-type se-

quences. Nevertheless, combining the data on ribosome occu-

pancy and CAI revealed no correlation between ribosome occu-

pancy on PCRTags and CAI (Figure 5G). Therefore, our results

show that although codon usage does cause certain relatively

minor translational changes in some reading frames, it is not a

dominant factor that determines the translation elongation rate

in S. cerevisiae. One possible explanation for the minor influence

from codon usage is that the supply and demand of tRNAs in our

strains is well balanced under the test conditions; hence, CAI did

not greatly affect the translation elongation rate.33,35 Another

possibility is that factors other than CAI, such as mRNA second-

ary structure,32,39 can potentially influence the translation elon-

gation rate in recoded chromosomes. For example, PCRTag re-

coding of PRE4 in the Sc2.0 synVI chromosome altered the

predictedmRNA secondary structure of the gene and profoundly

decreased protein accumulation.39 Overall, the results demon-

strate that synXV can provide a synthetic homologous in vivo

environment that allows holistic investigation of biological

processes.

Learning from synXV: loxPsym insertion can create
novel upstream ORFs to alter gene translation
To test the hypothesis that synXV design and elements might

alter transcription and translation processes and determine

whether learning from this testing could assist in the debugging

and redesigning of synXV, we performed RNA-seq and ribo-seq

analysis. One notable modification in synXV is the insertion of

395 loxPsym sites 3 bp downstream of the stop codons in

nonessential genes. Importantly, as noted in other studies of

Sc2.0, the addition of loxPsym sites downstream of dubious
lysis showing that genes with loxPsym sites in their 50 UTRs are enriched in

cy (TE) of genes (C) with loxPsym in the 50 UTRs were repressed in synXV_3.1.

he loxPsym from the 50 UTRs of REX4 and CPA1 but not REV1 and SFL1.

XV_3.4.

deletions, and insertions in synXV_3.4.

thetic completemedium (SC), (3) YPG (2%glycerol), (4) YPD at pH 4, (5) YPD at

9) SC with 6-azauracil (6-AU), (10) YPD with hygromycin B (HygB), and (11)
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ORFs (which were not annotated as such when the chromo-

somes were designed) led to the inadvertent/unintended inser-

tion of loxPsym sites in the promoters or even 50 UTRs of real

genes.11,25 Undoubtedly, these insertions can have unintended

consequences for fitness. Therefore, we sought to investigate

the influence of loxPsym, which originated from bacteriophage

P1,40 on yeast translation, using synXV as a model system.

We based our hypothesis on prior studies suggesting that the

extensive insertion of the heterologous loxPsym site deployed in

the Sc2.0 project may have profound effects on 30 UTRs

(Figures S5A–S5C) and 50 UTRs, especially when inadvertently

inserted into a 50 UTR to potentially alter gene translation.39,41

Indeed, when comparing the mapping pattern around the genes

that were translated at a lower level in synXV_3.1 than in BY4741,

we found that these genes in synXV tended to have loxPsymsites

in their 50 UTR, either from insertion after an upstream dubious

ORF or overlapping dubious ORF encoded on the opposite

strand (Figure 6A). Ribo-seq analysis showed a strong trend

for the translation of genes with loxPsym sites within 100 bp

from the start codons being repressed in synXV_3.1 compared

with that of the corresponding genes in BY4741 (Figures 6B

and 6C; Table S7). Notably, the translation efficiencies of

REV1, REX4, CPA1, and SFL1 in synXV_3.1 were 34.1, 18.1,

5.4, and 4.1 times lower, respectively, than those in BY4741

(Figures 6B and 6C; Table S7). All four of those genes contain

or are immediately adjacent to dubious ORFs. Ribosome foot-

print peaks were observed in the 50 UTRs of the genes

(Figures 6D and S5D–S5F), suggesting that insertion of loxPsym

activated translation from the 50 UTR of these genes. Moreover,

these translation products appear to be initiated from AUG and

non-AUG start codons. These observations are consistent with

the fact that the loxPsym sequence (ATAACTTCGTATAATGTA

CATTATACGAAGTTAT) has an ATG and an AT at the end and

that the strong secondary structure of the palindromic loxPsym

might activate translation from near-cognate non-AUG start co-

dons,42 hence creating upstream ORFs (uORFs). Consequently,

translation of these newly created uORFs in the 50 UTRs can, in

turn, repress the translation of the downstream genes because

of release of the ribosomes from the mRNAs after translation

of the uORFs.43 Thus, these data show evidence that loxPsym

insertion can repress translation of protein-coding regions in a

uORF-mediated manner.

To assess the effects of the uORF-generating loxPsym sites,

we removed the loxPsym sites from the 50 UTRs of REV1,

REX4, CPA1, and SFL1 individually from synXV_3.2 and evalu-

ated strain fitness. Interestingly, although the slow growth of

synXV_3.2 was not resolved, removal of the 50 UTR loxPsym

from REX4 and CPA1 diminished the sensitivity to hygromycin

B (Figure 6E). While REX4 is a putative gene with inconclusive

function, CPA1 is known to encode a small subunit of carbamoyl

phosphate synthetase, and deletion of CPA1 increased the

sensitivity to various chemicals, including hygromycin B.44

Hence, the 50 UTR loxPsym of CPA1 was removed from

synXV_3.3 to generate the final synXV strain, synXV_3.4. Pulse

field electrophoresis and de novo sequence assembly demon-

strated the absence of significant deletions or duplications in

synXV_3.4 (Figures 6F and 6G). This strain was characterized

and exhibited marked improvements in phenotype and growth
compared with the initial synXV_3.1 strain; its features were

similar to those of BY4741 (Figures 6H andS5G). Taken together,

we revealed that loxPsym insertion can alter gene translation by

creating uORFs and successfully removed the associated bugs

to redesign synXV for improved phenotype. Future genome de-

signs should carefully consider the placement of loxPsym inser-

tions to avoid disrupting promoters and introducing unintended

50 UTRs, which might alter gene transcription and translation.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated the establishment of chrDBTL

with a redesigned synthetic chromosome XV of S. cerevisiae,

synXV. By exploiting the vastly recoded sequence of synXV,

we achieved systematic combinatorial chromosome reconfigu-

ration with CRIMiRE, thus enabling chrDBTL for genotype-

phenotype mapping. CRIMiRE could potentially be employed

to multiplex the reconfiguration of chromosomes and recombine

chromosomes of S. cerevisiae with other Saccharomyces spe-

cies to create desired phenotypes. However, depending on the

homology between the chromosomes and species, these en-

deavors may pose challenges, such as off-target cleavage and

non-specific recombination, which will need to be evaluated

and resolved to extend the application of CRIMiRE beyond two

homologous chromosomes.

Upon comprehensive debugging through chrDBTL with

CRIMiRE and omics analysis, the synXV strain demonstrates

fitness comparable with the wild type across a broad spectrum

of tested media and conditions (Figure 6H). While it does exhibit

slightly diminished fitness in certain stress tests, the synXV

strain’s robustness is evident in its ability to grow alongside the

wild type on YPD, synthetic complete (SC), and YPG media at

37�C. This robust performance in common media containing

fermentableandnon-fermentable sugars, evenunderheat stress,

is of notable significance. In view of the extensive recodingmade

to the 1.05-Mbchromosome, the reduced growth of synXV under

certain conditions is within reason. Being the second-largest

chromosome in S. cerevisiae, the redesigned synXV sequence

has agreater possibility than smaller chromosomes to haveminor

bugs, which can be due to a range of factors, including altered

mRNA secondary structures and synthetic epistatic interactions.

Although there is a possibility of these bugs hindering the integra-

tion of synXVwith other synthetic chromosomes, it is important to

emphasize that the Sc2.0 consortium has adeptly consolidated

synthetic chromosomes displaying minor fitness defects into a

single strain.11 For instance, synIII and synVI manifest slower

growth compared with the wild type.39 Similarly, synII exhibits

slight growth defects under specific conditions tested.26 Despite

these minor imperfections, the consolidation of synIII, synVI, and

synII into a single strain has been effectively accomplished.

Furthermore, insights gleaned from reports by the Sc2.0 con-

sortium11,39 underscore the challenge inherent in predicting the

fitness outcomeswhen consolidatingmultiple synthetic chromo-

somes. The amalgamation of synthetic chromosomesmay either

alleviate pre-existing growth defects or introduce new ones.

Given the overarching objective of the Sc2.0 consortium to

achieve strains with near-wild-type phenotypes upon combining

all synthetic chromosomes, it becomes prudent to address any
Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023 13
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persisting design flaws post consolidation. Notably, this strategy

has proven successful within the Sc2.0 consortium, as demon-

strated by a team’s accomplishments using CRISPR-D-

BUGS,11 further highlighting its efficacy.

Besides enabling CRIMiRE, the extensively recoded synXV

sequence allows the synthetic strain to also function as a parallel

living system for comparative synthetic genomics that empow-

ered us to answer fundamental questions regarding the effects

of codon usage, tRNA copy number, and loxPsym insertion on

transcription and translation. Overall, by unlocking the ability to

execute chrDBTL, we anticipate synXV (and Sc2.0) to have a

far-reaching impact as a synthetic eukaryotic model system for

probing biological hypotheses and engineering strains.

Limitations of the study
In our study, we utilized the synXV synthetic yeast model with

deletion of 20 tRNAs and 6,005 synonymously replaced codons

to investigate the effects on translation efficiency. Interestingly,

ribo-seq revealed that the tRNA deletions did not significantly

affect translation efficiencies at themodified codons and showed

no correlation between CAI and translation efficiency. These

conclusions hold true in the context of the synXV strain, but as

more tRNAs are removed and codons recoded with the consol-

idation of several synthetic chromosomes, the effects of these

changes on translation efficiency may become apparent. There-

fore, the study of a multisynthetic chromosome yeast strain

would provide a more holistic understanding of the impact of

tRNA copy number and CAI on translation efficiency. Further-

more, we note that we conducted ribo-seq exclusively in richme-

dium during the exponential phase. Because tRNA abundance in

S. cerevisiae is known to fluctuate based on environmental fac-

tors,45,46 the specific condition in our study might have obscured

the effects of tRNA deletion and codon alterations in synXV. Un-

der environments constraining the tRNA pool, translational stall-

ing may be more likely to occur. Hence, future studies should

include ribosome profiling under various stress conditions to

gain deeper insights into the relationship between translation

rates and the balance of tRNA supply and demand.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Critical commercial assays

AMPure XP 5mL Beckman Coulter A63880

15% Mini-PROTEAN� TBE-Urea Gel, 10 well, 30 mL Bio-Rad Laboratories 4566053

10% Mini-PROTEAN� TBE-Urea Gel, 10 well, 30 mL Bio-Rad Laboratories 566033

CircLigase Epicentre CL4111K

illustra MicroSpin S-400 HR Columns GE Healthcare 27-5140-01

20/100 Oligo ladder IDT 51-05-15-02

RNA Loading Dye (2X) New England Biolabs B0363S

T4 PNK New England Biolabs M0201S

T4 RNA ligase 2, truncated New England Biolabs M0242S

Cycloheximide Sigma Aldrich C1988-1G

Chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) Sigma Aldrich C0549-1PT

Nuclease-Free Water (not DEPC-Treated) Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9932

TritonTMX-100, 98%, for molecular biology, DNase,

RNase and Protease free, ACROS OrganicsTM
Thermo Fisher Scientific AC327371000

Tris (1 M), pH 8.0, RNase-free Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9855G

KCl (2 M), RNase-free Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9640G

MgCl2 (1 M), RNase-free Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9530G

Ammonium Acetate (5 M), RNase-free Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9070G

Turbo DNase (2 U/ul) Thermo Fisher Scientific AM2238

RNase I (100 U/ul) Thermo Fisher Scientific AM2294

GlycoBlue Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9515

SUPERase,InTM RNase Inhibitor Thermo Fisher Scientific AM2696

Acid Phenol:Chloroform Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9720

RiboMinusTM Transcriptome Isolation Kit, yeast Thermo Fisher Scientific K155003

SuperScript III Thermo Fisher Scientific 18080044

RNA Clean & ConcentratorTM-5 kit Zymo Research R1013

Nextra DNA Flex Library Prep Kit illumina 20018704

iSeq 100 i1 Reagent illumina 20021533

CHEF Yeast Genomic DNA Plug Kit Bio-Rad Laboratories 1703593

Deposited data

WGS, RNA-seq and Ribo-seq data National Institute of Health,

Sequence Read Archive

SRA: PRJNA821366

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Yeast strains used in this study are

summarized in Figure S2

This paper N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primers in this study, see Table S3 IDT N/A

Upper size marker RNA (34 nt) IDT AUGUACACGGAGUCGAGCUCAACCCGCAA

CGCGA/3Phos/

Lower size marker RNA (26 nt) IDT AUGUACACGGAGUCGACCCAACGCGA/3Phos/

Adaptor RNA IDT /5rApp/CTGTAGGCACCATCAAT/3ddC/

RT DNA primer for RNA-seq and Ribo-seq IDT /5Phos/AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAG

TGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGC/iSp18/CACTCA/iSp18/

TTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTATTGATG

GTGCCTACAG

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Forward PCR primer for RNA-seq and Ribo-seq IDT AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC

Reverse Index Primer for RNA-seq WT1 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACATCGGTG

ACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for RNA-seq WT2 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCCTAAGTG

ACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for RNA-seq SYN1 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCACTGTGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for RNA-seq SYN2 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATTGGCGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for Ribo-seq WT1 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTCAAGTGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for Ribo-seq WT2 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTGATCGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for Ribo-seq SYN1 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTAGCCGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Reverse Index Primer for Ribo-seq SYN2 IDT CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTACAAGGTGA

CTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCG

Software and algorithms

BWA (0.7.17-r1188) Heng Li et al. https://github.com/lh3/bwa

SAMtools (1.15) Heng Li et al. https://github.com/samtools/samtools

GATK (4.2.6.1) Ryan Poplin et al. https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us

STAR (2.5.3) Alexander Dobin et al. https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

DESeq2 Michael I Love et al. https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/DESeq2.html

DAVID Da Wei Huang et al. https://david.ncifcrf.gov/

CAI Benjamin D. Lee https://github.com/Benjamin-Lee/

CodonAdaptationIndex

BEDTools (2.30.0) Aaron R. Quinlan et al. https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/

latest/content/installation.html

RNAfold (2.4.18) Ronny Lorenz et al. https://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/

Minimap2 (2.22-r1101) Heng Li et al. https://github.com/lh3/minimap2

D-Genies Floréal Cabanettes et al. https://dgenies.toulouse.inra.fr/

FASTX-Toolkit Gregory Hannon http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/

Bowtie (1.0.0) Ben Langmead et al. https://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/manual.shtml
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Matthew

Wook Chang (bchcmw@nus.edu.sg).

Materials availability
Synthetic yeast strains generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon request.

Data and code availability
Deep sequencing data have been deposited at NCBI SRA under BioProject, SRA: PRJNA821366 as an umbrella project of

PRJNA351844, and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

No original code was generated in this study except analysis related to A-site prediction. All software used in this study are sum-

marized in key resources table. The code for A-site prediction is available on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8336863). Any

additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Details of yeast strains used in this study are summarized in Table S2. Growth condition of each experiment are described in method

details section.

METHOD DETAILS

Yeast transformation
For transforming plasmids and linear integrative cassettes, yeast competent cell preparation and DNA transformation were per-

formed using the LiOAc/PEG method.47 This method was adapted for megachunk transformation. A yeast colony was grown in

5 mL YPDmedium (containing 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone and 2% glucose) overnight at 30�Cwith shaking at 220 rpm. The over-

night culture was diluted in 20 mL fresh YPD to A600 = 0.1 and grown under the same conditions to A600 = 0.4. The cells were centri-

fuged (3000 x g, 5 min), and the pellet was resuspended in 10 mL 0.1 M lithium acetate. The lithium acetate-treated cells were

concentrated by centrifugation (3000 x g, 5min) and resuspended in 200 mL 0.1M lithium acetate. To each 100 mL of competent cells,

10 mL denatured salmon sperm DNA (2 mg/mL, Invitrogen) and 30 mL megachunk ligation mixture were added andmixed gently. The

mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 min before a transformation mix [containing 600 mL 50% PEG 3350, 90 mL 1 M

lithium acetate, 100 mL DMSO and 98 mL deionized water (dH2O)] was added and mixed thoroughly by gentle pipetting. After incu-

bation at room temperature for 30min and heat shocking at 42�C for 14min, the chemically transformed cells were centrifuged (3000

x g, 5min). The pellet was resuspended in 1mL 5mMCaCl2 and incubated at room temperature for 10min. The cells were then plated

in 250-mL portions onto the appropriate solid selective medium and incubated at 30�C.

Replacement of wild-type chromosome XV with synthetic DNA by SwAP-In
synXV was designed using BioStudio to segment the chromosome into 42 megachunks, each consisting of 4–5 chunks (Table S1).

The chunks were synthesized by GenScript, WuXi Qinglan Biotechnology Inc. and BioBasic and were delivered as plasmids, with

each chunk flanked by the restriction sites as designed. The chunks were digested with the respective restriction enzymes according

to the manufacturer’s recommendation and gel purified with the Promega Wizard SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System. To ligate the

chunks into a megachunk, the first to last chunks were mixed in the ratio 5.0:2.5:1.0:0.4 ng (or 10.0 : 5.0: 2.5 : 1.0: 0.4 ng, if the mega-

chunk contained 5 chunks), respectively, and the DNA mixture was pelleted by ethanol precipitation. The DNA pellet was resus-

pended in a 30-mL ligation mix consisting of 1x T4 buffer and 1.2 mL T4 ligase (2000 units/mL, New England BioLabs) and incubated

for 18 h at 16�C. The ligatedmegachunkwas transformed directly without gel purification into the respective yeast strain and colonies

with the expected auxotrophy based on theURA3 or LEU2marker present in the rightmost chunk, as detailed in Table S1. The clones

were selected for subsequent PCRTag analysis to verify successful integration of the synthetic sequences. As adjacent megachunks

have the selection marker alternating between URA3 and LEU2, semisynthetic chromosomes and hyperchunks were assembled by

iteratively integrating the megachunks and selecting them sequentially based on uracil and leucine prototrophy prior to PCRTag

verification.

PCRTag verification
The genomic DNA of each colony was extracted as described48 and dissolved in 50 mL of dH2O. Premixed pairs of PCRTag oligo-

nucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (Singapore) in a 96-well format and diluted with dH2O to 10 mM.

PCRTag reaction mixtures were prepared using a Labcyte Echo 525 Acoustic Liquid Handler (Labcyte, USA). Each 10-mL PCR

mixture consisted of 1x Q5 buffer, Q5 polymerase (0.02 U/mL, New England Biolabs), 0.5 mM PCRTag oligonucleotide pair,

200 mM dNTPs and 0.5 mL genomic DNA. The PCRs were run using the following thermocycling program: 98�C for 30 s; 35 cycles

of 98�C for 10 s, 68�C for 20 s and 72�C for 30 s; and 72�C for 2 min. Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed to visualize PCRTag

bands.

Assembly of synXV by CiGA and meiotic recombination
HC4 was constructed by integrating the megachunks GG-PP into several semisynthetic strains and recombining them with CiGA10

(Figure S1E). HC234 was assembled by mating and sporulation to sequentially combine HC2, HC3 and HC4 via meiotic recombina-

tion8; HC3 and HC4 were mated, sporulated and screened by PCRTag analysis to isolate HC34, which was subsequently combined

with HC2 to create HC234. Details are illustrated in Figure S1.

CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
Genome editing by CRISPR/Cas9 was based on plasmids and methods described by Foo et al.49 pHCas9-H, a Cas9-expressing

plasmid, was constructed by replacing the LEU2 marker of pHCas9-L with a hygromycin B resistance gene (hph). pgRNA-K, a

plasmid for transcribing single guide RNA (sgRNA), was constructed by replacing theURA3marker of pgRNAwith a G418 resistance

gene (KanMX) and inserting the cassette for cloning an sgRNA sequence from pBS-gRNA1 with BamHI/PstI. The desired sgRNA se-

quences were cloned into pgRNA-K using one-pot digestion and ligation of annealed oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technolo-

gies, Singapore). pHCas9-H, pgRNA-K with cloned sgRNA sequence and a donor DNA (Integrated DNA Technologies, Singapore),
e3 Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023
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where applicable, were cotransformed to achieve genome editing. For editing using NG PAM sites, pWZ401 (unpublished) express-

ing spCas9-NG50 was used, and sgRNA was cloned into pgRNA; transformants were selected on SC–Leu–Ura plates. The oligonu-

cleotides used for cloning sgRNAs and creating donor DNAs are listed in Table S3.

Correction of sequences that deviated from the synXV design
During the integration of chunks and assembly of synXV, several unexpected sequence deviations from the intended design

occurred, particularly (1) duplicated or triplicated regions, (2) missing loxPsym sites and (3) residual wild-type sequences (Figure S6).

To remove the triplicated segment in chunks Z4-AA1 and a complex combination of duplication, triplication and inversions in chunks

JJ1-KK1 (Figures S6B and S6D), a two-step correction approach was adopted using CRISPR/Cas9 (Figure S6A). Each replicated

region was fragmented by directing cleavage at a PCRTag within the region, followed by homologous recombination using a

90-bp donor oligonucleotide to join the ends and remove the replicated segment. To prevent cleavage of the corrected region,

the donor oligonucleotide contained a partial wild-type sequence in the PCRTag, which was reverted to the synthetic PCRTag

sequence by a subsequent round of CRISPR/Cas9 using a donor containing the desired sequence (Figure S6A). Regions in chunks

DD2 and PP3 that were duplicated along with the insertion of the plasmid backbone that harbored the chunks (likely due to incom-

plete digestion of the chunks from the plasmids) were corrected by CRISPR/Cas9 (Figures S6C and S6E). Cleavage was directed at

the unique sequences at the junctions of the chunks and plasmid backbone with concurrent homologous recombination with the

respective donor DNAs. Aberrations involving missing loxPsym sites and residual wild-type sequences were corrected by single

or multiplexed CRISPR/Cas949 (Figures S6F–S6L) using the sgRNAs and donor DNAs described in Table S3. These sequence cor-

rections were performed separately in HC1 and HC234, which were then consolidated by CRIMiRE to obtain synXV_3.1, as

mentioned above. Deviations from the designed synXV sequence that remained in the chromosome are listed in Table S2C.

Recombination of chromosomes by CRIMiRE
HC1A and HC1B had the URA3 markers removed by CRISPR/Cas9 using the sgRNA shown in Table S3. To integrate the KlURA3-

PGAL1-CEN15 cassette, pCEN15-UG13 was linearized by NotI digestion and transformed into HC1A to generate HC1A-U. Chunk A5

was transformed into HC1B to create HC1B-U. pgRNA-IJ-K was created by cloning an sgRNA sequence into pgRNA-K to enable

CRISPR-mediated cleavage of a unique wild-type sequence between megachunks I and J that was recoded. pHCas9-H and

pgRNA-IJ-Kwere transformed into HC1A-U andHC1B-U, respectively, plated on appropriate solid YPDmedium containing hygrom-

ycin B (200 mg/mL) or G418 (200 mg/mL) and incubated at 30�C. A single colony from each of the resulting strains, HC1A-U-Cas9 and

HC1b-U-gRNA, was mixed in 10 mL sterile water and spotted on a YPD plate to mate overnight at 30�C. Cells were scraped from the

patch, inoculated into YPD-HG and grown overnight at 30�C with shaking at 220 rpm to propagate diploid cells containing both

pHCas9-H and pgRNA-IJ-K. The overnight culture was spotted on a YPGR plate (containing 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2%

galactose and 2% raffinose) and grown overnight at 30�C to induce mis-segregation. Cells from the patch were streaked on a se-

lective plate containing 5-fluoroorotic acid and grown for 2–3 days at 30�C until colonies appeared to select for ura� strains. The col-

onies were subjected to PCRTag verification to isolate homozygous diploid strains with consolidated HC1. CRIMiRE of other strains

was performed similarly using the respective haploid strains.

Generation of homozygous synXV or semisynthetic chromosome XV diploids from haploid strains
The URA3-PGAL1-CEN15 cassette obtained by NotI digestion of pCEN15-UG13 was transformed into BY4741 and BY4742 to

generate the BY4741-cCEN15 and BY4742-cCEN15 strains, respectively, with a conditional centromere. Depending on the mating

types and auxotrophy (Met� or Lys�), a single colony of the haploid strain and BY4741-cCEN15 or BY4742-cCEN15 were resus-

pended in 100 mL YPD to mate at 30�C for 8 h without shaking. The cell pellets were washed and streaked on SC–Lys–Met plates

to select for heterozygous diploids. After 2–3 days of incubation at 30�C, colonies on the SC–Lys–Met plate were spotted on

YPGR and grown overnight at 30�C to induce mis-segregation. Ura– strains were selected by streaking on 5-FOA selective plates

and grown for 2–3 days at 30�C. The colonies were verified by PCRTag to isolate homozygous diploids of synXV or semisynthetic

chromosome XV.

Sporulation
Diploid strains were grown overnight at 30�C in 5 mL YPDmedium. The overnight culture was diluted to OD600 = 1.0 in 5 mL prespor-

ulationGNAmedium (containing 5%glucose, 3%Difco Nutrient Broth and 1%yeast extract) and grown until the A600 reached at least

4.0. The cells were thoroughly washed three times by repeated centrifugation (2000 x g, 2 min) and resuspended in sterile water. The

washed cells were diluted to A600 = 1 in 20 mL sporulation medium (containing 1% potassium acetate, 0.005% zinc acetate, 0.3%

yeast extract and appropriate amino acids for which the diploids are auxotrophic) and grown in baffled flasks at 25�Cwith shaking at

150 rpm until sporulation occurred. Spores were isolated either by tetrad dissection or random spore isolation.

Tetrad dissection
Cells from 0.5 mL sporulation culture were washed in sterilized dH2O and resuspended in 0.2 mL zymolyase cocktail [0.5 mg/mL

Zymolyase-100T, 0.1 M potassium phosphate (pH 7.4), 1.2 M sorbitol and 5% beta-mercaptoethanol]. After incubation at room tem-

perature for 10 min, 200 mL 0.1 M potassium phosphate (pH 7.4)/1.2 M sorbitol was added, and the tubes were placed on ice to stop
Cell Genomics 3, 100435, November 8, 2023 e4
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the zymolyase reaction. Ten microliters of zymolyase-treated spores were spotted on one side of the YPD plate and spread by tilting

the YPD plates. After the YPD plates were dried, tetrads were dissected and isolated with SporePlay or MSM (Singer Instruments).

Isolated haploid cells were grown on YPD plates at 30�C for 2–3 days.

Random spore isolation method and karyotype analysis by flow cytometry
Cells from 0.5 mL sporulation culture were washed in sterilized dH2O twice and resuspended in 0.5 mL sterilized dH2O with

0.5 mg/mL Zymolylase-100T and 1% beta-mercaptoethanol. After overnight incubation at 30 �C at 200 rpm, 0.2 mL 1.5% Triton

X-100 was added, and the samples were mixed vigorously by vortexing for 60 s. After centrifuging at 1,200 x g for 15 min at room

temperature and resuspending the cell pellet in 0.1 mL sterilized dH2O, the separated spores were plated onto YPD plates and

incubated for 2–3 days at 30�C until colonies appeared.

The karyotypes of the isolated haploids were verified by flow cytometry. The colonies were grown in YPD overnight at 30�C with

shaking at 200 rpm. The overnight culture was diluted in 5 mL fresh YPD to A600 = 0.4 and grown under the same conditions until the

A600 reached 1.0. After the cells from 0.5 mL culture were washed with sterilized dH2O, they were fixed in 0.5 mL 70% ethanol for 1 h

at room temperature. After washing with sterilized dH2O, RNase digestion was performed on the cells in 0.2 mL 50 mM Tris-HCl

(pH 8.0) with 0.4 mg/mL RNaseA (Sigma, R6148) at 37�C for 2 h followed by proteinase K treatment in 0.2 mL 50 mM Tris-HCl

(pH 7.5) with 2 mg/mL proteinase K at 50�C for 1 h. The cells were then resuspended in 0.2 mL FACS buffer [0.2 M Tris (pH 7.5),

0.2 M NaCl, 78 mM MgCl2]. The chromosomal DNA was stained by adding 0.2 mL FxCycle PI/RNase Staining Solution (Thermo

Fisher Scientific). The cells were analyzed using a BD Accuri C6 Flow Analyzer (BD Biosciences), and the ploidy of the strains

was determined by comparing the fluorescence histograms of the strains to those of BY4741 and BY4743.

Growth profiling of strains
A single colony was inoculated into 5 mL YPD medium and grown overnight at 30�C with shaking at 220 rpm. The seed culture was

diluted to OD600 = 0.1 in 500 mL fresh YPD. One hundredmicroliters of the diluted cell culture were aliquoted into a 96-well flat-bottom

microplate and grown at 30�C for 24 h with double-orbital shaking at maximum speed in a BioTek Synergy H1M microplate reader.

The OD600 was measured every 15 min, and the doubling time was calculated based on the growth curve when the cells were in the

exponential phase between 240 and 540 min using Microsoft Excel. The function used for calculating the doubling time was LN(2)/

SLOPE(ARRAY_TIME, ARRAY_OD600), where ARRAY_TIME and ARRAY_OD600 represent an array of the time when OD600 was

measured and an array of background-subtracted OD600, respectively.

Phenotyping of the strains under various growth conditions by a spot plating assay
BY4741 and the strains of interest were inoculated in 5 mL YPD and grown overnight at 30�C with shaking. The overnight cultures

were diluted to OD600 = 0.1 in 5mL fresh YPD and regrown for 4–5 h. The cells in exponential phase were centrifuged (4000 x g, 5min)

and washed twice with sterile dH2O. The cells were resuspended in sterile dH2O to OD600 = 0.5 and serially diluted 10-fold stepwise.

Then, 5 mL of the diluted cells was spotted on various solid medium plates and incubated at 30 or 37�C, as required (Figure 6H).

The media used were as follows: (i) YPD, (ii) YPG (YP with 3% glycerol), (iii) synthetic complete medium (SC), (iv) YP with sorbitol

(0.5, 1.0, 1.5 or 2.0 M), (v) YPD at pH 4 (buffered with 50 mM citrate buffer), (vi) YPD at pH 9 (adjusted with NaOH), (vii) YPD with

benomyl (15 mg/mL), (viii) YPD with camptothecin (0.1, 0.5, 1.0 mg/mL), (ix) YPD with hygromycin B (50 mg/mL), and (x) SC with

6-azauracil (100 mg/mL). The tolerance of the strains to cycloheximide (10 mg/mL) was tested by pretreatment of the cells in expo-

nential phase with the chemical for 2 h. The cells were washed, serially diluted and spotted on YPD, as described for the other media.

Whole-genome sequencing
Genomic DNA was extracted using the Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega) and lyticase (Sigma–Aldrich) following the

manufacturer’s instructions. For in-house MiSeq and iSeq 100 (Illumina) analysis, whole-genome sequencing samples were pre-

pared with the Nextra DNA Flex Library Prep Kit (Illumina) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Library quality control was

conducted with a QIAxel system and the QIAxel DNA High Resolution Kit (Qiagen). The molar concentration of the library DNA

was determined using the Collibri Library Quantification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection

System (Bio–Rad Laboratories). The samples were sequenced with MiSeq or iSeq 100 in 150-bp paired-end mode. For HiSeq anal-

ysis, sample preparation was performed by NovogeneAIT (Singapore). The genomic DNA was randomly fragmented by sonication

followed by end repair, A-tailing and adaptor ligation. The DNAwas amplified by PCRwith P5 and indexed P7 oligos. The FASTQ files

were mapped to the synXV reference genome, which is the S288C genome (GCF_000146045.2) with chromosome XV replaced by

the designed synXV, using BWA with the mem -M option.51 Structural variants and short variants were detected by SAMtools mpi-

leup52 or GATK HaplotypeCaller.53

RNA-seq analysis and gene ontology analysis
Three unique colonies each from BY4741, synXV_3.1 and synXV_3.2 were inoculated into 5 mL of YPD and grown at 30�C overnight

with shaking at 200 rpm. The overnight cultures were diluted to OD600 = 0.4 in 5 mL fresh YPD and shaken and grown at 30�C for 4 h

with 200 rpm shaking. After washing in sterile dH2O, the pellets were frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at�80�C until RNA extraction.

The frozen cell pellets were suspended in 600 mL RLT buffer (Qiagen) containing 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol. The cell suspensions
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were transferred into FastPrep tubes (MP Biomedicals) containing 250 mg of 425–600 mm acid-washed beads (Sigma–Aldrich). The

cells were homogenized by FastPrep-24 5G (MP Biomedicals) following the recommended protocol for S. cerevisiae. The cell lysates

were transferred into RNase-free 1.5-mL tubes and centrifuged (20,000 x g, 1 min) to remove the cell debris. The RNAs were ex-

tracted from 350 mL of the supernatant using the Qiagen RNeasy Kit with DNase I (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

RNA quality control, depletion of rRNA with a Ribo-zero kit and library preparation were performed by NovogeneAIT (Singapore).

rRNA-depleted RNAs were fragmented randomly and reverse transcribed with random hexamer primers followed by RNase H treat-

ment and second-strand synthesis using deoxyuridine triphosphate. After end repair and A-tailing, the adaptor was ligated to the

reverse transcribed DNA followed by uracil-DNA glycosylase degradation of second-strand DNA and PCR amplification. The pre-

pared libraries were sequenced by HiSeq using 150-bp paired-end mode.

The FASTQ files were mapped to the S288C reference genome or synXV reference genome using STAR (version 2.5.3) with the

parameters –outFilterType BySJout –outFilterMismatchNmax 2 –outSAMtype BAM SortedByCoordinate –quantMode Transcripto-

meSAM GeneCounts –outFilterMultimapNmax 1 –outFilterMatchNmin 16 –alignEndsType EndToEnd.54 Statistical tests to identify

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were performed using DESeq2.55 FPKM values were calculated in each sample based on

the total uniquely mapped reads and averaged among the same strains. Gene ontology analysis was performed using DAVID.56,57

Transcriptomic data of an IRA2-deleted strain were obtained from a previous study using a microarray.14

Ribo-seq sample preparation and data analysis
RNA-seq and ribo-seq samples were prepared as described in previous studies,29,58 except that the cells were ground in liquid ni-

trogen using a mortar and pestle. A single colony was inoculated into 5 mL of YPD and grown at 30�C overnight with shaking at

200 rpm. The overnight cultures were diluted to A600 = 0.03 in 750 mL fresh YPD in a 2-L baffled flask and grown at 30�C with

200 rpm shaking until A600 reached 0.6–0.7. 1.5 mL of 50 mg/mL cycloheximide was added to the culture and the flask was shaken

at 30�C for another 2 min. Cells were harvested using 0.2 mm filter and a pump. Filtered cells were collected by a spatula and sus-

pended in 2 mL of lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 140 mM potassium chloride, 1.5 mM magnesium chloride, 1% Triton X-100,

0.1 mg/mL cycloheximide). To freeze the cells, the cell slurry was dripped into 50 mL conical tube containing liquid nitrogen with a

vented cap. The tubeswere placed in a�80�C freezer to allow the liquid nitrogen to evaporate. The cell pellet was ground using a pre-

chilled mortar and pestle. The ground cells were collected and placed into a 50 mL conical tube with a vented cap containing liquid

nitrogen. The tubes were placed in a �80�C freezer to allow the liquid nitrogen to evaporate. The cell powder was thawed by gently

swirling in a 30�Cwater bath. As soon as the cell powder was fully thawed, the tube was centrifuged for 5 min at 3,000 x g at 4�C. The
supernatant was transferred into a pre-chilled 1.5 mL tube and centrifuged for 10 min at 20,000 x g and 4�C. The supernatant was

recovered, avoiding the pellet and the lipid layer. The A260 value of the lysate was measured after 1:200 dilution to estimate the RNA

content in the lysate. The lysate was stored at �80�C before proceeding to ribosome footprint preparation.

For ribosome footprint preparation, 150 units of RNaseI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, AM2294) were added to 20 A260 units of lysate to

digest RNA regions not protected by ribosomes. The lysate was incubated at 25�C with gentle agitation for 60 min. To stop RNA

digestion, 2.5 mL of SUPERase,In RNase Inhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific, AM2696) was added to the lysate and the tube was

immediately placed on ice. Concurrently, during the RNaseI reaction, the Sephacryl S400 (GE healthcare, 27-5140-01) resin was

equilibrated by passing through 3mL of 1x polysome buffer (20mMTris-HCl pH 8.0, 140mMpotassium chloride, 1.5mMmagnesium

chloride) under gravity flow. The column was attached to a collection tube and centrifuged for 4 min at 600 x g. The flow-through was

discarded and 200 mL of the RNaseI/SUPERase,In treated lysate was applied to the column. The columnwas centrifuged for 2min at

600 x g. Twenty mL of 10% SDS and 200 mL Acid Phenol:Chloroform were added to the flow-through. The sample was mixed by vor-

tex for 30 s then centrifuged for 5 min at 20,000 x g at 4�C for phase separation. The aqueous (upper) phase was transferred into a

fresh 1.5 mL tube and one volume of Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol (24:1) was added. After vortexing for 30 s, the aqueous phase was

transferred into a fresh 1.5 mL tube. For RNA precipitation, 1 mL of GlycoBlue, 1/10th volume of 5M RNase-free Ammonium Acetate

and 1.5 volumes of 100% Isopropyl Alcohol were added to the RNA solution. The mixture was placed at �20�C for 1 h then centri-

fuged at 14,000 rpm for 20 min to pellet RNA. The RNA pellet was washed with 80% ethanol and dried for 10 min. RNA was resus-

pended in 25 mL of nuclease-free water. Ten mL of RNA wasmixed with 10 mL of 2 x RNA loading dye (New England Biolabs, B0363S)

and denatured at 80�C for 90 s. After pre-run of 15% TBE/Urea gel in 1xTBE for 15 min at 200 V, the denatured RNA and 26/34 nt

marker (IDT) were loaded to the gel. After running at 200 V for about 50min, the gel was stained in 50mL 1x TBE buffer containing Gel

Star for 30 min at room temperature with gentle shaking. A gel section containing 26–34 nt size of ribosome protected fragment was

cut into small pieces and transferred into a fresh 1.5 mL tube. After addition of 400 mL of RNA extraction buffer (300mM sodium acer-

ate (NaOAc) pH5.5, 1mMEDTA and 0.1U/mL SUPERase,In), the sample was incubated at�80�C for 30min followed by incubation at

25�C overnight with gentle shaking to elute RNA from gels. The supernatant was transferred into a fresh 1.5 mL tube and 1.5 mL of

GlycoBlue and 500 mL of isopropanol were added. After incubation at �80�C for 30 min, RNA was pelleted by centrifugation at

20,000 rpm for 30 min at 4�C. The RNA pellet was washed by 80% ethanol and air-dried at room temperature for 10 min. The ribo-

some-protected RNAwas resuspended in 10 mL of 10mMTris-HCl. 13 mL of nuclease-free water and 5 mL of 10X T4 PNK buffer (New

England Biolabs, M0201S) were added to the ribosome-protected RNA. The mixture was placed on ice until fragmentation of rRNA-

depleted RNA was finished.

For rRNA-depleted RNA preparation, 20 mL of 10%SDSwas added to 200 mL of the lysate prepared in the first paragraph followed

by addition of 220 mL of Acid Phenol:Chloroform pre-heated to 65�C. After vigorously vortexing the samples for 1 min and
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centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 5 min, the aqueous phase (upper) was transferred into a fresh 1.5 mL tube. Repeat the Acid

Phenol:Chloroform extraction step once more. Two hundred mL of Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol (24:1) was added to the RNA solution

to extract excess phenol. After vigorously vortexing the samples for 1 min and centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 5 min, the aqueous

phase (upper) was transferred into a fresh 1.5 mL tube. To the solution, 2 mL of glycogen, 1/10th volume of 5 M NH4OAc, and 1.5

volumes of 100% Isopropyl alcohol were added. The mixture was then incubated at �20�C for 1 h. Subsequently, the total RNA

was pelleted by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 20 min. After washing in ice-cold 80% ethanol, RNA pellet was air-dried at room

temperature for 10 min and resuspended in 25 mL of nuclease-free water. rRNA was removed from the total RNA using

RiboMinus Transcriptome Isolation Kit, yeast (Thermo Fisher Scientific, K155003). rRNA-depleted RNA was resuspended in 10 mL

of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH8.

For fragmentation and end repair of the rRNA-depleted RNA, after addition of 13 mL of nuclease-free water and 5 mL of 10X T4 PNK

buffer (New England Biolabs, M0201S), the RNA was fragmented by incubation at 94�C for 25 min followed by incubation at 4�C for

1min. Both the ribosome-protected RNA and the rRNA-depleted RNAwere denatured by incubation at 80�C for 90 s and then kept at

37�C. After addition of 20 mL of nuclease-free water, 1 mL SUPERase,In and 1 mL of T4 PNK (New England Biolabs, M0201S) into the

denatured RNA, the denatured RNAwas incubated at 37�C for 1 h for end repair and at 70�C for 10 min for heat-inactivation. The end

repaired RNA was purified using RNA Clean & Concentrator-5 kit (Zymo Research, R1013) following the manufacturer’s instruction.

The RNA was eluted in 10 mL of nuclease-free water.

For adaptor ligation, after addition of 1.5 mL of pre-adenylated RNA (0.5 mg/mL) listed in key resources table to the end-repaired

RNA, the mixture was denatured at 80�C for 90 s. Two mL of 10x T4 Rnl2 buffer, 6 mL of 50% PEG8000, 1 mL of SUPERase,In
and 1 mL of T4 Rnl2 ligase were added to the denatured RNA followed by incubation at 25�C for 2.5 h for adaptor ligation. After

adaptor ligation, 338 mL of nuclease-free water, 40 mL of 3 M NaOAc pH5.5, 1.5 mLof Glycoblue and 500 mL of isopropanol were

added. Isopropanol precipitation was performed as previously described. The pelleted RNA was resuspended in 10 mL of 10 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 8).

For reverse transcription (RT), 2 mL of 1.25 mM RT primer listed in key resources table was added to the adaptor-ligated RNA fol-

lowed by incubation at 80�C for 2 min for denaturation and incubation on ice. After addition of 4 mL of 5x First-strand Buffer, 1 mL of

10 mM dNTP, 1 mL of 0.1 M DTT, 1 mL of SuperScript III (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 18080044) and 1 mL of SUPERase,In, the mixture

was incubated at 48�C for 30 min. To hydrolyze RNA, 2.2 mL of 1 M NaOH was added to the cDNA sample followed by incubation at

98�C for 20 min. For isopropanol precipitation, 156 mL of nuclease-free water, 20 mL of 3 M NaOAc pH 5.5, 2 mL of GlycoBlue and

300 mL of isopropanol were added. Isopropanol precipitation was performed as previously described. The pelleted cDNA was resus-

pended in 10 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8) and stored at �80�C until proceeding to size selection.

For size selection, 5 mL of cDNA or RT primer and 5 mL of 2x RNA loading dye were mixed and incubated at 80�C for 90 s. The

denatured cDNA and RT primer were loaded into 10% Mini-PROTEAN TBE-Urea Gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories, 566033) and run at

200 V until the lower dye reached the bottom of the gel. After staining in 1xTBE containing 1x GelStar for 30 min at room temperature

with gentle shaking, a gel section containing cDNA which was longer than RT primer was excised. The excised gel was placed in

400 mL of extraction buffer (40 mL of 3 M NaOAc pH 5.5, 8 mL of 50 mM EDTA and 352 mL of nuclease-free water) and incubated

at�80�C for 30 min followed by incubation at 25�C for overnight with gentle shaking. The elution was mixed with 1.5 mL of Glycoblue

and 500 mL of isopropanol and isopropanol precipitation was performed following the same method mentioned in the second para-

graph in this section. The pelleted size-elected cDNAwas resuspended in 8 mL of 10mMTris-HCl (pH 8). 7.5 mL of size-elected cDNA

wasmixed with 1 mL of 10x CircLigase Buffer, 1 mL of 1 mMATP, 50mMMnCl2 and 1 mL of CircLigase (Epicentre, CL4111K) followed

by incubation at 60�C for 1 h for circularization and 80�C for 10 min for heat inactivation. After addition of 179 mL of nuclease-free

water, 1 mL of Glycoblue, 20 mL of 3M NaOAc pH5.5 and 300 mL of isopropanol, isopropanol precipitation was performed as previ-

ously described. The pelleted circularized cDNA was resuspended in 10 mL of nuclease-free water.

For PCR optimization, both non-diluted circularized cDNA and 1:5 diluted circularized cDNAwere amplified using Q5 High-Fidelity

DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, M0491L). Each 50-mL PCR mixture consisted of 1x Q5 buffer, 0.5 mL of Q5 polymerase

(0.02 U/mL, NewEngland Biolabs), 0.5 mMprimermixtures listed in key resources table, 200 mMdNTPs and 5 mL diluted or non-diluted

circularized cDNA. The PCRs were run using the following thermocycling program: 98�C for 30 s; 20 cycles of 98�C for 20 s and 72�C
for 20 s. Half of the PCR reaction was collected at the end of 10th cycle. The size distribution of amplicons was analyzed using Qiaxel

Advanced Instrument (Qiagen, 9001941) and Qiaxel DNA High Resolution kit (Qiagen, 929002) following the manufacturer’s instruc-

tion with QX DNA Size Marker 50 bp – 1.5 kb (Qiagen, 929554) and OL500 setting. Samples with PCR conditions that yielded a single

peak were chosen for analysis. The chosen DNA samples were purified using AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, A63880), following the

manufacturer’s instructions. The libraries were eluted in 15 mL of nuclease-free water.

The RNA-seq and ribo-seq libraries were sequenced according to the SE50 protocol usingNovaSeq (Illumina). Quality controls and

rRNA-derived reads removal were applied to the FASTQ files following the published methods.58 The original FASTQ files underwent

quality filtering with fastq_quality_filter using the options -Q33 -q 20 -p 80. Additionally, fastx_clipper was employed with the options

-Q33 -a $adaptor -l 25 -c -n -v, and fastx_trimmer was usedwith -Q33 -f 2, where $adaptor denotes the adaptor sequence utilized for

the ribosome profiling experiment. From these quality-filtered FASTQ files, rRNA-derived reads were excluded by mapping the files

to a FASTA file containing rDNA sequences, utilizing bowtie59 with the parameters -p 1 –seedlen = 23 –un. The filtered reads were

mapped to either the S288C genome or the synXV genome, and reads on each gene were counted using STAR with the parameters

–outFilterMismatchNmax 2 –quantMode TranscriptomeSAMGeneCounts –outFilterMultimapNmax 1. RPKM values were computed
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based on the ReadsPerGene.out.tab files generated by STAR. For calculation of translation efficiency, the RPKM values of the ribo-

seq data were divided by the RPKM values of the RNA-seq data.

For A-site prediction, the ribo-seq reads were remapped to the genome sequences using STAR with the –sjdbGTFfile option and a

GTF file, in which gene loci were extended by 45 nt from both the start codons and stop codons to compute the distance from regions

mapped to corresponding genes. After mapping, ribo-seq reads shorter than 27 or longer than 32 were discarded from the BAM files

that contained information on the positions of mapped reads relative to start codons. A-sites were predicted as described in a pre-

vious study,24 in which the 16th position of 27- or 28-nt reads and 17th position of 30-, 31- or 32-nt reads were assigned as the A-sites.

After A-site prediction, BED files describing the A-positions of eachmapped readwere generated. To verify the accuracy of the A-site

prediction, reads mapped around start codons or stop codons on non-chrXV were extracted from the BED files, and distances to

predicted A-positions from start codons and stop codons were computed based on the relative positions to the start codons and

transcript length. After accuracy verification, new BED files describing genomic coordinates of A-positions were generated for cor-

relation analysis, readthrough analysis and RRO analysis.

For the correlation analysis between the CAI and translation elongation rate, CAIs of each PCRTag sequencewere calculated using

the Python program CAI.38 Reads mapped on each PCRTag and coding DNA sequence (CDS) were counted by intersectBED.60 The

number of reads mapped onto each PCRTag was normalized by the number of reads mapped onto the corresponding CDS for com-

parison between BY4741 and synXV_3.1. The correlation coefficients were computed by the cor.test() function of R.

For secondary structure analysis of 30UTRs, sequences of 50 nt after the stop codons of all genes encoded on chrXV and synXV

were used. The 50 nt sequences were analyzed by RNAfold61 to compute the free energy of the sequences.

For the readthrough analysis, BED files of 99-nt downstream regions from stop codons (for BY4741) or loxPsym sites (for

synXV_3.1) were generated. Reads mapped onto the downstream regions and the corresponding CDSs were computed by inser-

sectBED60 using the BED files of the downstream regions and CDSs. The number of mapped reads was normalized by the length

of the regions. The readthrough efficiencies were computed by dividing the normalized number of reads mapped to the downstream

regions by those to the corresponding CDS.

For identification of geneswith loxPsym sites in their 50 UTRs, a BED file of 50 UTRs of genes on synXV (�1 to�100 position from the

start codons) was generated. By using intersectBEDwith the BED file of 50 UTRs and loxPsym sites, the geneswith loxPsym sites in 50

UTRs were identified.

For the RRO analysis, BED files describing all codons on CDSs of BY4741 or synXV were generated. IntersectBED was used to

count the reads mapped on each codon and the corresponding CDSs. The number of reads mapped onto the codons and CDSs

was normalized by their length. RRO values were computed by dividing the normalized read counts on codons by those on

CDSs. RRO values were classified by the codon sequences, and the median values were calculated by R. Because RRO values

in low-expression genes can easily fluctuate randomly, we computed the values for only higher-expression genes (the average

RPKM of ribo-seq on CDS in BY4741 is higher than 100).

Sample preparation and procedure for pulse field gel electrophoresis
Agarose plugs containing yeast chromosomes were prepared using the CHEF Yeast Genomic DNA Plug Kit (Bio–Rad Laboratories,

1703593) following the procedure recommended by the manufacturer. The agarose plugs were applied to 1% agarose (Bio–Rad,

1620137)/0.5x TBE buffer (1st Base) and run in 0.5x TBE buffer using a Chromatic DNA Electrophoresis Device BS-80 (Bio Craft)

at 9�C for 5 h with 120-s pulse time and 19 h with 90-s pulse time. The DNA was stained in 0.5x TBE buffer containing 1x SYBR

safe (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 30 min at room temperature with gentle shaking. After washing the gel in 0.5x TBE for 30 min

to remove residual SYBR safe, gel images were taken with iBright 1500 (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

De novo assembly and dot-plot analysis
The genomic DNAwas prepared using themethod described in ‘‘whole genome sequencing’’. The genomic DNAwas sent toMacro-

gen for their de novo assembly and error correction service, which includes both sequencing and data analysis. In their service, the

genomic DNAwas sequenced by PacBio RSII to generate HiFi reads andNovaSeq 6000 to generate short reads. The HiFi readswere

produced using the circular consensus sequencing (CCS) application, a tool included in SMRT Link (https://www.pacb.com/support/

software-downloads/). Genome assembly, utilizing the HiFi reads, was executed using the tools provided by the SMRT Link appli-

cation. Firstly, Pancake overlapped the reads and Nighthawk phased the overlapped reads. After chimeras and duplicates were

removed from these overlapped reads, a string graph was constructed, producing primary contigs and haplotigs. The primary con-

tigs and haplotigs were polished using Racon with phased reads. To eliminate haplotype duplications in the primary contig set, pur-

ge_dups was deployed to identify potential haplotype duplications, which were then relocated to the haplotig set. Picon was used for

error correction, refining the draft assemblies using Illumina reads.

To create the dot-plot, the reference sequence of synXV and the contig sequence assembled by de novo assembly were aligned

using Minimap262 with the ‘-ax asm5‘ option, resulting in a PAF alignment file. The PAF file was uploaded to D-Genies63 (https://

dgenies.toulouse.inra.fr/) to create the dot-plot using their default setting.
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Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT–PCR)
For qRT-PCR targeting OSW1, a single colony was inoculated into 5 mL YPGmedium (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone and 3% glyc-

erol) and grown overnight at 30�Cwith shaking at 220 rpm. The seed culture was diluted to A600 of 0.4 in 5mL of fresh YPGmedia and

incubated at 37�C with shaking at 220 rpm for 8 h. After extracting total RNA as previously described for RNA-seq, 1 mg of total RNA

was reverse transcribed in a 20 mL reaction using the qScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quanta Biosciences) following the manufacturer’s

procedure. For negative control, Milli-Q water was used in place of 5x cDNA SuperMix to ensure that genomic DNA contamination

was limited. After a 10-fold dilution of the cDNA in Milli-Q water, quantitative PCR was conducted using the Luna Universal qPCR

MasterMix (NewEngland Biolabs) andCFXConnect Real-Time PCRDetection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories) with the primers listed

in Table S3E. Relative RNA expression was calculated by the DDCt method. The ALG9 gene served as the standard control for

normalization.

CRISPRi experiments
pTDH3-dCas9-Mxi119 was obtained fromAddgene (Cat. 46921). The backbone of the plasmid was replaced with pHCas9-H plasmid

backbone. pHCas9-H backbone was PCR-amplified with SK3728 (CTGCAAATCGCTCCCCATTTCTCTAGAGGATCCTTGCGT

TGCGCTCACTGCC) and SK3729 (TCGAACTGACTAGTAGACTGAATTCCACATTATCTCGAGAGCTCG) using KOD One Master

Mix (Toyobo) following their instruction. pTDH3-dCas9-Mxi1 was digested with XbaI (New England Biolabs) and EcoRI-HF (New En-

gland Biolabs). Both the PCR-amplified backbone and the digested insert were purified using the Qiagen Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen)

and following their instruction. The purified DNAs were joined by Gibson Assembly using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly (New En-

gland Biolabs) to construct pTDH3-dCas9-Mxi1-HphMX.

To change the truncated promoter of the KanMX cassette in pgRNA-KB to the full-length promoter, pgRNA-KB and pRS42K were

digested by MfeI (New England Biolabs) and NcoI-HF (New England Biolabs). The digested DNAs were purified using the Qiagen Gel

Extraction kit (Qiagen) and following their instruction. The purified DNAs were ligated by T4 DNA Ligase (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

following their instruction to construct pRS42K-gRNA-KB. sgRNA was cloned into pRS42K-gRNA-KB using the method described

in ‘‘CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing’’ section with the oligonucleotide DNAs listed in Table S3D.

The synXV_3.1 strain was transformed with pTDH3-dCas9-Mxi1-HphMX and either pRS42K-gRNA-KB or pRS42K-gRNA-KB en-

coding sgRNA targeting the divergent promoter following the method in Yeast Transformation section. A yeast colony was grown in

5 mL YPD medium containing G418 (200 mg/mL) and hygromycin B (200 mg/mL) overnight at 30�C with shaking at 220 rpm. Growth

assay was conducted following the method described in ‘‘Growth profiling of strains section’’. For qRT-PCR, the overnight culture

was diluted in 5mL fresh YPDmedium containing G418 (200 mg/mL) and hygromycin B (200 mg/mL) to A600 = 0.4 and grown under the

same conditions for 8 h. RNA was extracted from the cultures following the method described in ‘‘RNA-seq analysis and gene

ontology analysis’’. The RNA was reverse transcribed using specific primers targeting the anti-sense transcript of IRA2, IRA2 and

TFC1 listed in the Table S3E with SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following their manual. After the

cDNA was diluted 10-fold in dH2O, quantitative PCR was conducted using the Luna Universal qPCR Master Mix (New England Bio-

labs) and CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories) with the primers listed in Table S3E. Relative RNA

expression was calculated by the DDCt method. TFC1 was used as a standard control for normalization.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Homoscedastic t test was used for p value computation for Figures 4F, S3H, and S3I using Microsoft Excel. These experiments were

conducted with three biological replicates. The error bars on the figures represent standard errors computed by Microsoft Excel.

Wald test was used for adjusted p value computation of RNA-seq data of Figures 3G and 3H and 4D using DESeq2. The RNA-seq

experiment was conducted with three biological replicates.
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